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A Day in the Life of a Not-Quite-Average Teenager
Hey, all!

Alison here! This blog is very unique - it's being written for kids who to go a school in Kenya! In this blog, I explain how my life is different than other
teenagers in my city - Greensboro, North Carolina. I tell them about how I live my life and what I love to do!

Happy reading!

Friday, July 27, 2012

When I'm Not in School...

Hey, all!

Alison here. Unfortunately, I have some bad news: This will be my last blog post for you guys to be able to read!
): I wish I could write more, but I really hope you've been learning something from me!

I want to tell you about how I spend time with my friends and what I do outside of school. Are you ready? Let's go!

Most of the time, I will be with my friends, either in their rooms or around campus. We'll play music, talk, or
just be. If we want, or if my friends need to go buy something, we'll walk for about fifteen minutes to the stores,
which isn't a bad walk at all! Sometimes, when we're bored, we'll play music and dance around, just having fun!

I love to act, sing, and be in performances! I try to be in as many in my school as I can! I play guitar and  I sing all
the time! I think it's really fun!

 In fact, here are some pictures!

In a musical!

Playing guitar!

▼  2012 (5)
▼  July (5)

When I'm Not in School...

Just an Average School Day

What Makes Me Different?

First, I'd like to tell you a little
about me!

Welcome!

Blog Archive

Alison McKane

View my complete
profile

About Me

Share  Report Abuse  Next Blog» Create Blog  Sign In
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Posted by Alison McKane at 8:12 AM No comments:

I also love to dance! I dance ballet, modern, hip hop, and I also swing dance, something not many kids do around
here!

So I hoped you've enjoyed learning about how I live here. I had a lot of fun writing this and trying to make it fun for
you! And of course, thank you for reading!

Happy reading!

And singing!

Dancing with one of
my best friends, Justin!

Recommend this on Google

Thursday, July 26, 2012

Just an Average School Day
Hey, all!

Alison here. So here's the post I said I would have - how my normal school day goes. It's different
than most schools because it's REALLY SMALL (about 150 kids in the entire school)!

So here's my day at school:
6:30 - Wake up! (...except it normally takes a few tries to get out of bed)
6:30-7:30 (ish) - Get ready for school
7:30 (ish) - My mom drops my sister then me off at our schools
8:00-8:10 Go to homeroom, which we call "advising"
8:13-9:38 - First Period
9:41-11:06 - Second Period
11:09-11:51 - Electives/Lunch
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Posted by Alison McKane at 8:53 PM No comments:

11:54-12:33 - Electives/Lunch
12:36-2:01 - Third Period
2:04-3:29 - Fourth Period

Each day, we have four classes and one elective; we switch off each day. These are called A-days
and B-days.

This was a pretty informational post, but next post, I'll tell you what I do after school and how I spend
time with my friends!

Happy reading!

Recommend this on Google

Posted by Alison McKane at 7:50 AM No comments:

What Makes Me Different?
Hey All!

Alison here! In my last post, I talked about how I was going to tell you how my life isn't what people
here would consider "normal." but I'm also the same as other kids who live in my city! So to start, I
want to talk about what makes me different.
Let's make a list, shall we?

First off, I'm not Christian, like many of the people who live in my city are. I am Jewish

I don't go to a normal school, either. I go to a boarding school - a lot like the high schools
some kids in Kenya go to. But I don't live there. I'm very lucky. Because the school is in my
city, I am able to go home every day.

My school isn't a normal school - it's called the American Hebrew Academy. So it's a
boarding school for Jewish kids from all around the world! Cool, huh?

My house is really cool, too! A lot of people live on a street where they have neighbors
right next to them. I live in an older house - you have to go down a long road to get to it
and it's surrounded by a lot of trees! We share our road - our driveway - with our neighbor! 

I don't spend my free time like a lot of people my age do. I love to dance - and I started to
dance at school! I love music - playing my guitar and singing - writing (like I'm doing now!),
reading, dancing, and acting! I also love to spend time with my friends!

Up Next on my blog: What my normal school day is like! 

Happy reading!

Recommend this on Google

Wednesday, July 25, 2012

First, I'd like to tell you a little about me!
Hey, all!

To start, this is me!
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My name is Alison McKane! I'm seventeen-years-old and I will be going into my final year of high
school this coming year. I live in a place called Greensboro, North Carolina.
I live with my family - my mom, my dad, and my little sister, Caelin, who is going to be fourteen soon!

There's me with my mom and sister!

My family!

There's my sister, my dad, and me!

My sister, Caelin, and me!
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Posted by Alison McKane at 7:04 AM No comments:

Location: Greensboro, North Carolina

I have a dog, too! His name is Buddy!

In some ways, I'm a lot like kids my age where I live. But in other ways, I'm very different! In this blog,
I'm going to tell you how I'm the same and different and how I live my life.

Happy reading!

My other sister, Courtney 
(she's 30!) and me!

Recommend this on Google

Tuesday, July 24, 2012

Posted by Alison McKane at 9:44 AM No comments:

Welcome!

Hi, all!

Alison here. This is a blog - a journal that the world can read, just with the click of a button! With a
blog, people can write down things they like, what is going on in their life, or whatever they'd like! In
this blog, I'm going to tell you, the kids who read this, about my life as a teenager in the United
States in the city I live, Greensboro. However, I'm not like every kid who lives here - I'm actually
pretty different. But don't worry, I'll explain why very soon - probably in my next post! 

In this blog, I will tell you more about me, my life, and how I'm just like every other kid, but also
different. So sit back, relax, and enjoy reading about me!

Happy reading!

Before I get to telling you about me, let me explain what this is:

Recommend this on Google



Facebook."So"many"in"today’s"modern"society"are"engrossed,"immersed,"
entangled"in"this"online"empire."In"the"Fall"of"2003,"an"idea"sprouted"from"the"mind"

of"a"Harvard"undergrad"computer"programmer,"Mark"Zuckerburg."Already"having"

forged"a"reputation"as"an"adept"programmer,"Mark"would"set"up"a"new"project,"a"

website,"that"would"be"his"crown"jewel:"facebook.com"(originally"called"

thefacebook.com)."The"site,"after"expanding"from"its"original"boundaries"of"Harvard"

students"to"all"Ivy"League"school"and"eventually"to"anyone"13+"years"of"age,"would"

collect"over"900"MILLION"members,"becoming"the"most"popular"social"networking"

service"worldwide."Facebook"is"the"2nd"most"trafficked"site"in"the"United"States"(the"

first"being"Google),"and"with"millions"of"teens"connecting"online"every"day"in"their"

spare"time,"it’s"no"surprise."Facebook,"from"its"simple"start"as"an"ambitious"idea,"has"

become"something"much"more"than"what"most"might"see"only"as"an"entertaining"

outlet"to"spend"free"time."Facebook"has"had"an"outstanding"impact"on"modern"teen"

society,"especially"in"the"United"States,"where"over"150"million"members"reside."It"

expresses"us,"shows"us,"and"is"a"part"of"us."It"has"embedded"itself"into"our"culture."



" Facebook"is"a"social"networking"service,"

facilitating"networks"and"relations"amongst"

millions"of"people"sharing"common"beliefs,"

backgrounds,"interests,"realTlife"connections"

and"more"through"an"online"profile"that"you"

set"up"online."The"profile"is"customizable,"

allowing"you"to"put"down"interests,"photos,"

personal"information"and"more"to"present"

yourself"to"the"online"community,"in"addition"

to"making"yourself"recognizable"for"anyone"you"might"know"personally."Another"big"

feature"implemented"into"the"system"includes"the"Wall,"which"friends"can"post"

freely"on,"sharing"thoughts"and"ideas"along"with"yours."Posts"can"also"be"added"to"

the"photos"you"post"up"which"can"then"be"“liked”"by"various"people."Groups"can"be"

formed"and"friends"can"be"added,"establishing"relations"and"connections"quickly,"all"

in"the"click"of"a"button."With"all"these"various"features,"Facebook"can"be"described"

as…"a"catalyst."Like"a"biological"catalyst,"this"“online"catalyst”"will"increase"the"rate"

of"a"specific"event:"connecting"with"other"people"socially.""

"

"

"

"

"

"



"

"

"

Getting"to"know"other"people"quickly,"conveniently,"and"(most"of"the"time)"

reliably"is"what"Facebook"is"all"about."A"social"experience"that"can"be"organized"

efficiently"and"in"a"timely"manner"is"exactly"what"many"in"our"generation"crave.""

Whether"it"be"from"afternoon"boredom"or"aroused"curiosity,"teens"will"go"online"to"

Facebook"to"find"out"as"much"as"they"can"about"friends,"strangers,"celebrities,"and"

anyone"and"everyone"they"meet"with"the"given"information"they"themselves"putout"

for"others"to"read."Curiosity"brings"us"about"into"browsing"Facebook"constantly,"it"is"

after"all,"our"natural"inclination"as"humans"to"wonder"and"desire"to"know"more"

about"particular"peoples"or"groups"that"peak"our"interest."This"has"become"a"great"

convenience"for"us"as"teens"(and"adults"too)"to"be"able"to"accomplish"all"this"without"

the"awkward"situations"or"misunderstandings"that"could"occur"in"a"faceTtoTface"

encounter."Checking"whether"someone’s"already"got"a"girlfriend/boyfriend"before"

asking"them"out,"a"potential"employee’s"personal"background"before"hiring,"and"

searching"to"learn"more"about"old"acquaintances"are"all"common"reasons"many"do"

their"initial"exploring"around"Facebook’s"network."After"this"initial"phase,"let’s"say,"

for"example,"you"see"a"new"person"sharing"several"common"friends"with"you."You’ll"

get"to"“talk”"with"him/her,"find"you"really"enjoy"their"personality"and"then"you"both"

will"add"each"other."You’ve"added"a"new"friend"to"the"hundreds"you’ve"already"

added"from"your"school,"a"new"connection."Wallah,"the"social"experience…"except"

it’s"on"the"computer."



"

"

"

" "

"

"

Facebook"really"has"become"an"online"phenomenon"in"it’s"short"time,"being"only"a"

little"less"than"a"decade"old"and"already"one"of"the"biggest"sites"on"the"web."

Introducing"social"interaction"on"a"new"level,"Facebook"has"attracted"millions"of"

teens"to"it,"impacting"and"ultimately"shaping"the"way"our"generation"will"behave"and"

act"in"the"United"States"for"the"years"to"come."Whether"the"site"be"thought"of"as"an"

incredible"invention"by"or"a"dangerous"addiction,"it"is"clear"to"say"that"Facebook"is"a"

powerful"force"that"will"continually"work"to"influence"the"way"we"connect,"interact,"

and"socialize"with"others"until"the"day"its"stocks"fall."

"

Pretty"impressive"for"an"online"website.""

"

"

"

"
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Middle School at Greensboro 
Academy 
By: Katie Gillespie 

• Yay!! 

Yellow& • Oooo… you have a warning 

Blue& • Oh my gosh, they’re going to email your parents! 

Red& • AHHH!! You have to go to the principal!! 

Discipline/Color System 
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Homeroom/Dismissal 

Electives 

Wheel 

Core 3 

Lunch/Recess&&

Core 2 

Schedule 

What is a core? 
�   A core is basically a period or class. 
What is wheel? 
�  Wheel is a cycle of electives including Latin, 
technology, and P.E.  It starts with one class such 
as Latin, then at the end of the week it rotates to 
technology and finally P.E. before the cycle starts 
again. 

What classes are offered in electives? 
�  The classes that are offered are Art, Communication 
arts, and Band. 

Questions about the Schedule 
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�   Solid color collared shirts without logos (tucked 
in)  

�  Khaki or navy pants, shorts, and skirts (must be 
fingertip length) 

�  Any closed toed shoes 
�  You must wear a belt 

Dress Code 

NWEA’s  

(a computer test 
that we have 
every quarter) 

Benchmarks 

(a standardized 
test that the 
students take 
every quarter) 

Testing 

Greensboro Academy 

EOG’s 
(an end 
of the 
year 
test) 

Public Middle School 
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�  Transportation is not provided by the school. 
�  Limited lunch options 
�  Provide your child with an appropriate dress 
code. 

Expectations of Parents 

Hi I’m Katie Gillespie I’m 13 years 
old and go to Greensboro Academy 
in 8th grade. I have tons of 
friends and a  great family. I 
live in North Carolina and love it. 
I’ve gone to this school for nine 
years now and highly suggest 
coming to the school. 

About the Author 
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Greensboro Academy and Northern Guilford 
Middle School.	

By Stacey Putnam	


Greensboro Academy:	

•  Dress code: Collared shirt, tucked in, khaki or navy 

pants or shorts, fingertip length pants or skirts.	

•  Buy hot lunch or bring packed lunch, no cafeteria.	

•  Some Clubs: Yearbook, Jump Rope, Chess, Creative 

Writing, Cross, Dance, Lego Robotics, Campus Life	

•  Public Charter School	

•  K-8 grades	
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Northern Guilford Middle School���

•   Dress code: Restrictions, but no dress code.	

•  Some Clubs:  Campus Life, Marching Band, Jazz 
Band, Drumline, Builders club.	


•  Lunch: Buy or bring lunch, there is a cafeteria. 	

•  Public School	

•  6-8 grades	


Similarities:	

•   Both schools are free to attend.	

•  If bullying visit principal, call parents, if very 

bad, child will get suspended.	

•  Both have Campus Life, play games, go 

outside, hang out, have a snack.	

•  Both begin at 8:00 am	
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Differences:	


•  Dress Code	


•  No Cafeteria	


•  Charter School	


•  K-8 grades	


•  No Dress code	


•  Cafeteria	


•  Public School	


•  6-8 grades	


GA	
 Northern	


Summary	

•  The differences between these two schools are: GA: Dress code, no 

Cafeteria, Charter School, K-8th grades.  Northern: No dress code, 

Cafeteria, Public School,6-8th grades. Both of these schools are free to 

attend.	
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Pictures:	

•  GA:                                    Northern:	


About&The&Author:&

•  &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&Hi&my&name&is&Stacey&

Putnam&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&Putnam.&This&picture&is&

from&a&while&ago&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&from&a&while&ago,&now&I&

am&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&am&13&I&do&not&look&like&

this&now&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&this&now,&but&I&am&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

adorable&c&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&adorable.&I&am&from&

Greens&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&Greensboro&N.C&,&I&LOVE&

my&frie&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&it&here,&because&everyone&

is&super&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&is&super&nice&and&friendly.&I&

also&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&also&like&pie&a&lot.&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&



 

 

The public school 
is Northeast 
Middle School. It 
is located in 
Mcleansville, 
North Carolina. 

The Second school is a private 
school named Shining Light 
Academy. It is located in 
Greensboro, North Carolina.  
 
 
Shining Light Academy:  
Blue and white and  
silver. Their mascot is 
 a knight. 

Northeast vs Shining Light Academy. My experiences at 
public and private school. 

SCHOOL COLOR 
AND MASCOT: 

Northeast: Blue 
and white. The 
mascot is a ram.   
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Northeast: 82 staff members. 

Shining Light Academy: 31 

staff members.  

    Northeast: Math club, 

chess club, drama club, Lady 

rams, sign langue club, smart 

club,  the morning show, 

yearbook           staff and 

DRESS CODE AND 
ELECTRONICS:  

Shining light academy: No 
Electronics allowed. Dress 
code is a knee length skirt. 
It can be any color. Boys 
have to wear jeans and a 
collared shirt. Girls can 
wear any shirt with no 
spaghetti straps. 

Northeast: A blue, black, or 
white collard shirt for girls 
and boys.  A khaki skirt or 
pants for girls. Khaki pants 
for boys. No electrons at 
school. 

 

SHINING LIGHT 
ACADEMY: 
Basketball, Softball, 
Soccer, Baseball, 
Cheerleading, 
Volleyball, Golf, and 
Booster club. 

NORTHEAST: 
Baseball, Softball, 
Basketball, Soccer, 
Golf, Cheerleading, 
Volleyball, Track 
and Field, and 
Football. 

SPORTS, CLUBS, and STAFF RATIOS. 

Shining light academy: 
Ethnic breakdown: 

Northeast:  
Total students: 869 
 Black: 43.6 % 
White:   32.9 % 
Hispanic:   15.2% 
Multiracial: 5.3 % 
Asian/Pac. Isl.  4%  
Am. Indian 0.8 

 

Total Students (2009 - 2010): 194 

African American: 49 (25.3%) 
American Indian: 0 (0%) 
Asian: 3 (1.5%) 
Hispanic: 1 (0.5%) 
Pacific Islander: 0 (0%) 
Two or more races: 5 (2.6%) 
White: 92 (47.4%) 
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(continued) 
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(continued) 

                MY PERSONAL EXPERIENCE 
My experience at Shining Light Academy was a somewhat good 
time. In the younger grades everyone was nice and was your 
friend. In the classes the teachers gave easy work. When you 
got into older grades the work got harder but not as hard as 
public school. The teachers were able to give more one on one 
time. We got more one on one time because there was not many 
students in one class.  In older grades the kids were not very 
nice and turned their backs on you acting snobby. Some of the 
kids were rich others were not. The teachers were more strict 
the higher grade you go to. Some kids got special attention 
because they were in sports. Our sports were very limited. Our 
teams were not that good when our best players went to college 
or left the school. More and more players came or they same 
one played over and over. We had good lunches because they 
kid number was small and we had to pay a lot of money for our 
school tuition. A lot of teachers left the school my last year there. 
Some left because of stress or retiring.  Our drama department 
was really good, we had a lot of good singers and actors in my 
school.  My private school experience was ok. It is a interesting 
experience. 
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My Experience at Northeast Middle School. 
Northeast middle school is a older school. It is really different 

from what I am used to. There are bigger classes so there is not 
much one on one time. They school is so much bigger than 
Shining light Academy. Because 
there are so many students the 

classes size and options have to be 
bigger. We have a lot of sports at 

Northeast. We are really good. 
There are many after school clubs 

also. In our chorus classes there 
are also a lot of really good singer 
and actors. Our teachers are nice and funny. The kids can be 
very rude to the teachers. The teachers do either one of two 

things. One they just send them to the office. Or they deal with 
them personally. Our school lunches are not as good because 

there is a lot of students and we do not pay money to go to 
public school. People don’t get as much favoritism at Northeast 

as Shining light. Our teachers stay there for along time. One 
teacher left because he got really sick. One thing is because the 
school is old there is a lot of dust, so people cough a lot. I made 

a lot of friends at Northeast. I really liked my experience at 
Northeast and hope to have many more good times. 



MOTHER'MAY'I'PLAY'A'GAME?'

ALISON'MCKANE'

!
Hey,!all!!
!

Alison!here.!As!a!child,!I!loved!to!play!games!!Ball!games,!hand!games,!
running!games!–!you!name!it,!I!loved!it!!I!always!thought!they!were!so!much!fun!to!
play!!So!I!decided,!why!not!share!some!of!my!favorite!games!with!you!guys?!Maybe!
you!have!games!like!these,!maybe!they’re!a!little!different,!or!maybe!some!of!these!
will!be!whole!new!experiences!!I!hope!you!enjoy!reading!about!my!childhood!and!
playing!these!games!–!maybe!you’ll!make!up!some!of!your!own!from!these!!
!
Happy!reading!!
'

Schoolyard'Games:!
Hopscotch:'

!
I'always'enjoyed'hopscotch!'Many'times,'I'would'play'on'my'driveway'with'my'

little'sister'–'we'would'play'until'we'couldn’t'jump'anymore!'We'would'use'chalk,'and'
once'we'were'done'playing,'we'would'draw'pictures'with'it!'We'had'tons'of'colors,'so'
it'was'a'lot'of'fun'to'make'different'things!'
!
Start!by!drawing!something!on!the!ground!that!will!look!a!little!like!this:!

!
(http://images.pictureshunt.com/pics/h/hopscotchI13624.JPG)!
Don’t!forget!to!make!sure!you!have!plenty!of!room!to!jump!!



!
How$to$Play:$

• Toss!something!that!you!will!be!able!to!see!(like!a!rock)!out!to!square!one!–!
make!sure!it!goes!in!the!square!!

• Start!hopping!on!each!box,!going!from!1I10!–!but!be!careful!!You!can!only!
have!on!foot!in!each!square!!!

• Try!to!get!to!10!without!losing!your!balance!or!stepping!out!of!the!boxes!–!if!
you!do,!you’re!out!and!it’s!the!next!person’s!turn!!!

• When!you!get!to!10,!turn!around!and!go!back,!picking!up!the!rock!(still!on!
one!foot!)!on!your!way!back.!!

• If!you!don’t!lose!your!balance,!go!again!!But!this!time,!toss!your!rock!to!
square!2!and!keep!on!going!until!you!lose!your!balance.!Remember,!if!you!do,!
it’s!the!next!person’s!turn!!

!
'Red'Light'Green'Light:''

'

' This'game'reminds'me'of'gym!'During'my'younger'years'of'schooling,'we'would'
always'choose'this'game'if'we'could!'And'during'recess,'we'would'play'on'the'grass!'
During'the'summer,'I'would'play'it'with'my'friends'for'hours'on'end,'each'of'us'
wanting'to'call'the'colors.'
!
How$to$Play:$

• Start!with!one!person!as!“it.”!The!person!who!is!“it”!stands!away!from!the!
others,!facing!away.!

• All!of!the!other!kids!stand!away!from!the!person!who!is!“it.”!!
• “It”!starts!by!saying!“green!light.”!When!that!is!said,!the!others!can!move!

closer!to!“it.”!!!
• Suddenly,!“it”!will!say!“red!light.”!The!other!players!must!freeze.!When!“it”!

says!“red!light,”!they!will!turn!around.!If!“it”!catches!a!player!moving!during!
“red!light,”!that!person!is!out.!!

• “It”!continues!to!change!between!“red!light”!and!“green!light”!until!someone!
reaches!“it”!and!touching!“it.”!

• Whoever!touches!“it”!first!wins!and!becomes!“it!”!
!
Sharks'and'Minnows:'

!
' This'game'is'another'that'reminds'me'of'gym'class!'The'child'who'would'be'the'
shark'would'always'be'the'fastest'kid'in'the'class.'I'remember'trying'to'outrun'them'
and'since'I'was'so'small,'they'sometimes'didn’t'even'see'me!'
$
How$to$Play:$

• The!game!starts!out!with!one!person,!as!the!shark!and!the!rest!of!the!players!
are!minnows.!!

• To!start!the!game,!the!shark!faces!away!from!the!minnows!and!says,!
“Minnows,!come!to!me!”!!



• When!the!shark!says!that!the!shark!turns!around,!and!all!of!the!minnows!
start!running.!!

• If!the!shark!tags!you,!you!become!a!shark.!The!last!minnow!that!hasn’t!been!
turned!into!a!shark!wins!and!becomes!the!shark!!

!
Mother'may'I?'

!
! !I'remember'one'summer'my'older'sister'came'to'visit.'In'front'of'our'house,'we'
played'this'game.'What'I'will'never'forget'is'one'of'the'turns,'when'my'mother'was'the'
“mother,”'I'asked,'“Mother'may'I'do'a'cartwheel?”'And'she'laughed'and'said'yes!'
!
How'to'play:'

• One!player!is!the!“mother.”!This!person!stands!away!from!the!rest!of!the!
players!(the!“children”),!facing!them.!All!of!the!children!stand!in!a!line.!

• The!mother!starts!by!choosing!a!child.!The!child!starts!by!asking!“Mother!
may!I…”!then!the!child!may!ask!to!take!___!number!of!steps!or!another!
movement!that!will!get!the!child!closer!to!the!mother.!(Example:!“Mother!
may!I!take!five!steps!forward?)!

• Then!the!mother!will!answer!either!“yes,!you!may,”!or!“no,!you!may!not.”!!
• The!first!one!who!gets!to!the!mother!wins!and!becomes!the!mother!!

!
!
Ball'Games:'

Wonder'Ball:'

'

' This'is'a'game'–'and'a'song'–'that'I'will'never'forget!'When'my'older'sisters'
would'come'to'visit'over'the'summer,'especially'when'I'was'little,'we'would'always'
pull'out'of'ball,'sit'around'a'circle'and'play!'I'play'with'little'kids'now,'too!'
'

“The!wonder!ball!goes!round!and!round!to!catch!it!quickly!you!are!bound.!If!you’re!
the!one!to!hold!it!last,!the!game!is!past!and!you!are!out.!OIUIT,!out!spells!out!”!
$
How$to$Play:$

• All!players!sit!in!a!circle!
• The!game!starts!when!the!song!starts!
• The!ball!gets!passed!to!each!player!as!quickly!as!possible!!!
• The!person!who!has!the!ball!last!is!out!!
• The!game!is!played!until!there!is!one!person!left!

!
!
Hand'Games:'

Ms.'Mary'Mack:'

'

Miss'Mary'Mack'was'probably'the'first'hand'game'I'learned.'As'a'child,'I'would'
play'it'at'school,'at'home,'with'friends,'and'with'family.'It’s'a'great'game'to'play'and'
it’s'one'that'you'can'even'make'up'your'own'style,'like'these'girls'did!'



“Miss!Mary!Mack,!Mack,!Mack.!All!dressed!in!black,!black,!black,!with!silver!buttons,!
buttons,!buttons,!all!down!her!back,!back,!back.!!
She!went!upstairs,!stairs,!stairs,!to!ask!her!mother,!mother,!mother,!for!fifty!cents,!
cents,!cents,!to!see!the!elephants,!elephants,!jump!over!the!fence,!fence,!fence.!They!
jumped!so!high,!high,!high,!they!touched!the!sky,!sky,!sky,!and!didn’t!come!back,!
back,!back!till!the!fourth!of!July,!ly,!ly.!!
She!went!downstairs,!stairs,!stairs,!to!ask!her!father,!father,!father,!for!fifty!cents!
more,!more,!more,!to!see!the!kittens,!kittens,!kittens,!climb!down!the!door,!door,!
door.!They!climbed!so!low,!low,!low,!they!stubbed!their!toe,!toe,!toe,!and!they!didn’t!
come!back,!back,!back,!till!the!end!of!the!show,!show,!show!”!
!

!



!
(There’s'how'some'of'it'goes!'Now'go'play!)'
!
Stella,'Stella'Ola:'

“Stella,!stella!ola!quack,!quack,!quack,!siga!es!chigga!chigga!chigga,!chigga!chigga!
chack,!singing!es!chigga!chigga,!flow,!flow,!flow,!flow,!flow,!singing!1,!2,!3,!4,!5!”!
!
Down'by'the'Bank'(same'hand'motions'as'Stella,'Stella'Ola):'

Down!by!the!banks!of!the!hanky!pank,!where!the!bullfrog!jumps!from!bank!to!bank.!
Saying!EIIIOIU,!your!mama!stinks!and!so!do!you.!So!ding!dong,!ping!pong,!your!
daddy!smells!like!King!Kong.!
!
!
'

'

'



How'to'Play'(Stella,'Stella'Ola'and'Down'by'the'Bank):'

'

I'learned'both'of'these'songs'after'school.'When'my'parents'knew'they'wouldn’t'
be'able'to'pick'me'up'on'time,'they'would'sign'me'up'for'“aftercare”'–'a'kind'of'
daycare'for'kids'whose'parents'wouldn’t'be'on'time'after'school.'There'were'crafts,'
snacks,'movies,'and'games'–'and'these'were'two!'
'

!
'

'

Jump'Rope'Songs:'

'

! All'of'these'songs'remind'me'of'rainy'lunch'days'when'our'teachers'would'let'us'
have'recess'in'the'gym.'All'of'the'girls'in'my'class'would'pull'out'the'jump'rope'–'the'
boys'thought'jumping'rope'was'for'girls.'But'we’d'spend'all'of'recess'singing'these'
songs'and'jumping'



Miss'Lucy:'
Miss!Lucy!had!a!baby,!!
She!named!him!Tiny!Tim!!
She!put!him!in!the!bathtub,!!
To!see!if!he!could!swim!!
He!drank!up!all!the!water,!!
He!ate!up!all!the!soap,!!
He!tried!to!eat!the!bathtub!!
But!it!wouldn’t!go!down!his!throat.!!
Miss!Lucy!called!the!doctor,!!
Miss!Lucy!called!the!nurse,!!
Miss!Lucy!called!the!lady,!!
With!the!alligator!purse!!
In!came!the!doctor,!!
In!came!the!nurse,!!
In!came!the!lady,!!
With!the!alligator!purse!!
Mumps!said!the!doctor,!!
Measles!said!the!nurse,!!
Hiccups!said!the!lady!!
With!the!alligator!purse!!
Miss!Lucy!punched!the!doctor,!!
Miss!Lucy!kicked!the!nurse,!!
Miss!Lucy!thanked!the!lady!!
With!the!alligator!purse!
!
Cinderella:'

Cinerella,!dressed!in!yella,!
Went!upstairs!to!kiss!her!fella,!!
By!mistake,!!
She!kissed!a!snake,!
How!many!doctors!did!it!take?!
1,!2,!3,!4,!5!(keep!counting!until!the!jumper!messes!up)!
!
Teddy'Bear,'Teddy'Bear:'

Teddy!bear,!teddy!bear,!touch!the!ground!(jumper!touch!the!ground)!
Teddy!bear,!teddy!bear,!turn!around!(jumper!turn!around)!
Teddy!bear,!teddy!bear,!shine!your!shoes!(jumper!brings!one!foot!up)!
Teddy,!bear,!teddy!bear,!read!the!news!(jumper!pretends!to!hold!book!in!front!of!
them)!
Teddy!bear,!teddy!bear,!go!upstairs!
Teddy!bear,!teddy!bear,!say!your!prayers!(jumper!puts!palms!together)!
Teddy!bear,!teddy!bear,!turn!off!the!light!!
Teddy!bear,!teddy!bear,!say!goodnight!(jumper!pretends!to!sleep)!
!
!



!The!Kenyan!Pastime!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!! !!!!!! !
! Football'(soccer)'has'become'one'of'the'most'
popular'sports'in'the'world'and'it'may'be'more'
popular'in'Kenya'than'anywhere'in'the'world.'
Football'has'a'long'history'in'Kenya'and'it'
originated'in'the'2nd'or'3rd'century.'In'Kenya,'
football'is'a'very'important'game'to'the'country.'
Competitive'running,'rugby'and'boxing'are'also'
popular'sports,'because'they'closely'tie'in'with'
their'culture.'As'well,'the'sport'of'long'distance'
running'is'big'in'Kenya,'since'it'is'Kenya’s'second'
biggest'sport.'I'was'on'my'school’s'track'team'last'
spring.'I'ran'the'mile'and'competed'in'high'jump.'
Some'Kenyans'play'football'to'get'away'from'
hardships,'and'a'few'players'make'footballs'by'
collecting'plastic'papers'and'binding'them'with'
string.'In'the'last'few'years,'Americans'have'
taught'Kenyans'the'rules'of'American'football'and'
how'to'play.'

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !



The!American!Pastime!

!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!! !!!! !
! While'there'are'many'games'that'are'played'
in'America'that'are'very'popular,'the'most'
popular'sport'is'American'football.'American'
football'and'Kenyan'football'share'the'same'
popularities.'A'lot'of'kids'in'America'love'to'play'
football,'and'enjoy'it'in'their'free'time.'They'play'
football'on'teams'that'compete'against'each'other.'
Football'was'first'known'to'be'played'in'America'
in'1869'between'two'colleges,'Rutgers'and'
Princeton.'Soccer'as'we'call'it'in'America'has'
become'a'big'sport'recently.'Soccer'is'very'similar'
to'Kenyan'football,'but'there'are'more'officials'
and'rules.'More'and'more'people'are'playing'
soccer'on'sports'teams'and'with'groups.'Other'
than'football'and'soccer'other'popular'sports'in'
America'are'basketball'and'baseball.'Most''
Americans'watch'sports'more'than'they'play'
them.'

''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '



!

What!is!a!!!Video!
Game?!

A"video"game"is"like"
a"second"life,"you"get"to"do"
stuff"you"would"never"get"
to"do"in"real"life."You"could,"
jump"out"of"airplanes,"
drive"a"Ferrari,"fight"a"
dragon,"use"magic,"have"
high"speed"chases."It"is"fun"
to"do"all"those"things"in"
video"games,"because"you"
can’t"do"them"in"real"life."A"
video"game"is"a"disc"that"
you"insert"into"a"console,"
such"as"an"Xbox"360,"PS3,"
and"PC."A"console"is"a"
complex"machine"that"
takes"the"disc"and"turns"
information"into"an"
enjoyable"game"on"the"TV."

Why!Video!
Games!are!Fun?!

Video"games"are"fun"
because"they"are"
unrealistic."You"can"do"
many"things"in"video"
games;"you"could"be"a"hero"
who"saves"the"world,"or"
the"villain"who"wants"to"
destroy"it."In"video"games"
you"get"to"see"things"that"
don’t"exist"now,"like"
castles,"dragons,"and"
magic.""

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
""
"

Skyrim"
Skyrim"is"an"open"world"
game,"which"means"that"
you"can"go"anywhere"you"
want"inside"the"world,"at"
any"time"you"want."Skyrim"
is"based"in"medieval"times"
when"dragons"ruled"the"
sky,"and"humans"roamed"
the"ground,"giants"lived"
with"mammoths,"and"a"
time"when"the"dead"don’t"
stay"dead"for"long."
" The"Elder"Scrolls"V:"
Skyrim"is"the"5th"game"in"
the"Elder"Scrolls"series."
Skyrim"is"made"by"
Bethesda"Studios,"for"Xbox"
360,"PS3,"and"PC."

"
""
"
" "
"
"
""""""""""""
" "

"""""
"
" """

"""""
Creatures!of!
Skyrim"
! !!!!!!There"are"many"
different"types"of"
monsters,"animals,"demons"
etc."in"Skyrim."Among"the"
most"ferocious"are"the"
Deadra,"or"demons."They"
are"some"of"the"strongest"
monsters"in"Skyrim;"one"
example"of"a"deadra"is"a"
Deadra"Lord."Vampires"are"
another"major"enemy;"a"
picture"of"a"Vampire"Lord"
is"shown"above."Dwarven"
Automatons"are"also"very"
strong"enemies;"the"
strongest"of"the"Dwemer"is"
the"Dwarven"Centurion."
There"are"many"other"
creatures/monsters"in"the"
game,"but"by"far"the"
strongest"are"the"Dragon"
Priest."
"
"
"
"
""""""
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
" "
"
"
"

(Dragon!Priest)!

(Dwarven!Centurion)!

(Rabbit)!

Game"Detectives"

(Vampire!Lord)!



" "
Skyrim:!Story!
! Skyrim"is"about"a"man"who"was"
captured"by"the"imperials,"and"sentenced"to"
death."Right"before"the"imperials"were"going"
to"kill"him"the"dragon"Alduin(above)"landed"
on"the"nearby"castle"and"started"destroying"
everything,"in"the"mean"time"freeing"your"
character."After"you"escape"from"the"town"
Helgen"you"stumble"upon"the"town"of"
Riverwood"which"needs"help"from"the"city"
of"Whiterun,"to"help"protect"against"the"
dragon"attacks."After"going"to"Whiterun"the"
Greybeards"call"you"to"their"castle"atop"the"
Throat"of"the"World,"the"highest"mountain"
in"all"of"Skyrim."After"meeting"with"the"
Greybeards"they"send"you"to"a"dungeon"to"
retrieve"an"ancient"artifact,"the"Horn"of"
Jurgen"Windcaller."Upon"returning"to"the"
town"of"Riverwood"you"meet"Delphine,"one"
of"the"last"surviving"members"of"the"Blades."
The"Blades"hunted"Dragons"in"the"ancient"

times."As"you"accompany"Delphine"with"her"
quest"you"see"Alduin"bringing"a"dragon"back"
to"life,"and"as"a"result"defeat"the"dragon."
Once"you"defeat"the"dragon"Delphine"says"
that"you"should"find"the"Sky"Haven"temple,"
the"place"where"you"can"learn"how"to"defeat"
Alduin."Once"you"finish"at"the"wall"you"learn"
that"the"ancient"people"used"a"shout"called"
Dragonrend"to"defeat"Alduin"before."Once"
you"retrieve"an"Elder"Scroll"from"the"
Dwemer"ruins."You"return"to"the"Throat"of"
the"World"and"read"the"Elder"Scroll,"which"
then"transports"you"back"in"time"and"also"
teaches"you"the"shout"Dragonrend."Upon"
returning"to"the"present"you"meet"Alduin,"
who"has"meet"you"on"the"mountain"to"battle."
But"one"you"defeat"him"he"retreats"to"
Sovngard.""When"he"retreats"you"follow"him"
to"Sovngard"and"finally"defeat"him"for"good."
"

"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

(Deadric!Lord)!

(Trolll)!

(Dragon/Alduin)!

(Rabbit)!



Game Detectives 
!
!
!

Why$do$People$Play$Video$
Games?$
!

Video!games!are!like!a!second!life.!!
It!is!a!chance!to!do!what!you!never!got!to!
do.!!You!could!jump!out!of!an!airplane!or!
drive!a!Ferrari.!!You!could!use!magic!or!
fight!a!dragon.!!You!could!have!high=speed!
chases.!!You!can!do!things!you!would!
never!do!in!real!life.!!You!can!do!things!
you!never!even!dreamed!of.!!It’s!OK.!!
Others!did!it!for!you!!!!
!
!

How$do$Video$Games$
Appeal$to$the$Senses?$
!

In!a!video!game,!you!use!three!of!
your!senses.!!You!use!sight,!hearing,!and!
touch.!!As!you!play,!your!television!shows!
you!what!your!character!is!doing.!!You!
hear!what!is!happening!around!and!to!
your!character.!!As!you!do!things,!the!
controller!vibrates!based!on!what!
happened.!!If!there!was!an!explosion,!
there!is!a!large!vibration.!!If!someone!hits!
his!or!her!hand!on!a!table,!there!is!a!small!
one.!
!
!

  
!
!

What$is$the$Story?$
!

Saints!Row:!the!Third!is!game!
about!a!new!gang!in!the!fictional!city!of!
Steelport!called!the!3rd!Street!Saints.!!
Another!gang!called!the!Syndicate!
kidnapped!them!from!their!original!city!of!

Stilwater.!!After!a!scuffle!in!an!airplane,!a!
member!of!the!Saints!died!to!save!the!rest!
of!the!Saints.!!The!remaining!Saints!
parachuted!out!of!the!plane!
and!landed!in!Steeelport!
where!they!met!three!new!
gangs!–!the!Luchadores,!
Morningstar,!and!Deckers.!
  

 
 

 
        
 
 
 
 

If the Saints were to defeat these 
gangs, they would need some help.  
They recruited a former FBI agent Kinzie 
Kensington, Angel de la Muerte, Zimos, 
and Oleg.  After defeating all three 
gangs, the city realized that gang 
violence had become too extreme and a 
government opersation called STAG 
came in to kill all the gangs.   
 
 

(Bottom$Left)$Saints$
(Bottom$Right)$
Luchadores$

(Middle)$Deckers$
(Top)$Morningstar$



 

 
 
 
!

In!order!to!defeat!STAG,!the!Saints!
had!to!infiltrate!a!large!STAG!ship!in!
disguise.!!They!were!discovered!and!had!
to!destroy!the!ship.!!In!retaliation!STAG!
attacked!the!city!with!a!large!flying!air!
base.!!The!Saints!had!to!get!on!it!and!
detonate!bombs!on!it!to!destroy!it.!!The!
end!of!the!game!has!a!choice!to!either!
save!your!best!friend’s!life!or!win!the!
game.!!If!you!choose!to!save!your!friend,!
there!is!a!bonus!level.!!If!you!choose!to!
win!the!game,!you!can!replay!the!level!
and!make!the!other!choice.!!Then!you!
have!won!Saints!Row:!the!Third. 
!
!

What is a Controller? 
 

A controller is a device that allows 
the game player to control things that 
happen during the game.  Usually both 
hands hold the device.  The pointer fingers 
are held near four buttons on the back and 
the thumbs are held near two joysticks and 
four buttons each – one four for one thumb 
and four for the other.  The rest of the 
fingers are used to grip the controller. 

What is First/Third Person? 
 

First and third person are types of 
ways you view the world.  In first person, all 
you can see of the character is his or her 
hands.  It is viewed from the perspective of 
the person.  First person is usually viewed 
exclusively in shooter games – thus the term 
“first person shooter.”  Third person is 
viewed from the perspective of a person 
following the main character.  It is the most 
commonly used.   There is no second 
person. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
What are Cheat Codes? 
 
 Cheat codes are codes put in the 
game by the game editors.  A cheat code is 
something entered into the game to enhance 
the game in some way.  Some cheats do not 
enhance the gameplay, but only enhance the 
screen or colors.  In Saints Row, my favorite 
video game, my favorite cheat code is 
givejuice which means that if a car hits me it 
explodes and if I hold down a button on the 
back labeled L2 and press a button with a 
square I will be able to fly. 
 
What Is the Goal of 
a Video Game? 
 

The goal of a video 
game is to win.  To complete 
every mission and side-mission in a game 
and receive all the achievement trophies is 
what we all aim for in a video game.  
Without a reason to win, video games would 
be a thing of the past. 
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Dance&Your&
Heart&Out!&

!
By:!Lydia!
Gilmore!

!

!
!
“You've gotta dance 
like there's nobody 
watching” 
William W. Purkey 
 
“Dance is the hidden 
language of the soul”  
― Martha Graham 
!
“Every day brings a 
chance for you to 
draw in a breath, 
kick off your shoes, 
and dance.”  
― Oprah Winfrey!

&
&
&

Ballet&
• Ballet!is!a!
type!of!
performance!
dance.!!

• In!ballet!they!
have!their!
own!language!
that!goes!
with!the!
dance!steps.!

!
!!!!!!!!History&

• Ballet!
originated!in!
Italy!during!
the!
Renaissance!
in!the!15th!
and!16th!
centuries. !

!
Style&

• Need!to!be!
graceful,!!

• Have!good!
posture!!

• Must!be!
flexible!to!be!
good!at!the!
ballet!
classical!
movements.!
&

&&&&&&&&Tap&
• Use!your!
shoes!to!hit!
the!floor!in!
rhythmic!
movements!
to!make!
different!
sounds. !

&
&
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History!
• Originated!in!
Africa!in!the!
mid!1800s. 

!
Style&

• Use!shoes!
that!have!
metal!pieces!
on!the!heel!
and!toe!to!
make!noises!
as!you!dance.!
&
&Jazz&

• Dance!to!a!
variety!of!
music!!

• Most!of!the!
time!its!jazz!
music. !

&&&&&&&&History&
• Began!in!
Africa!in!the!
early!1930s!

!
!!!!!!!!!Style!
• Is!a!mixture!
of!different!
styles!of!
music!
including!
Caribbean!
and!African. !

!

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

Personal&
Experience&
I!have!been!
dancing!for!8!
years!and!
practice!at!Nan’s!
School!of!Dance.!
I!practice!dance!
once!a!week!
during!school!
year.!I!have!also!
watched!many!
viewings!of!So!
You!Think!You!
Can!Dance.!

&
&

&
&

&
&
&
&
&
&



 

 

 

 

Sitting for a Change 
Deja Everett  

The Turning Point 

Franklin McNeil, a member of the 
Greensboro 4, was coming back from 
Christmas break when he was denied 
services at a Greyhound bus station in 
Greensboro. 
 
He was very upset with this and tired 
of segregation, which he wasn’t use 
too. He went back to his college dorm 
and told 3 of his friends about what 
happen. They mad a decision that 
would sacrifices any thing to change 
society. 

Franklin McCain Joseph McNeil Ezell Blair Jr. 
Ezell was born in Greensboro, 
NC. He graduated from Dudley 
Highschool and graduated 1963, 
from NC A&T with a B.S. degree 
in sociology. In 1963 Ezell joined 
the New England Islamic Center 
and changed his name to Jibreel 
Khazah. Khazah works with 
developmentally disabled people 
in New Bedford, Mass. He 
married Lorraine France George 
and had 3 children.   

 McCain was born in Washington ,DC. He 
moved from D.C to Greensboro he’s junior 
year and went to Dudley. But he moved 
back to D.C. and graduated from Eastern 
High school. Franklin attend college at 
North Carolina A&T and roomed with 
David Richmond.(one of the member in 
the Greensboro 4).He graduated NC A&T 
in 1963 with a B.S. degree chemistry and 
biology. He married Bettye Davis in 1964 
and had 3 sons. In 1965 he got a job in 
Charlotte ,NC as a chemist and he just 
recently retired. 

Meet the Greensboro 4 

  

 
McNeil was born in Wilmington, NC. He 
graduated from Willston Senior Highschool 
and got a scholarship to NC A&T. Hes 
roommate was Ezell Blair Jr.(another 
member of the Greensboro 4). Earned a 
degree in engineering physics and joined the 
U.S. Air Force right out of college. He 
served 6years as an officer and Captain. He 
recently retired and achired the ranking of 
Major General. McNeil married Ina Brown 
and had 5 children. He now lives in 
Hempstead,NY.   
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The Greensboro 4 

Surrounding Schools Sit 
Together 

• The schools that participated were Dudley High School, North Carolina Women’s 
College, North Carolina Agricultural and Technical University, and Bennett College 
students. 

• On the third day of the sit in more than 60 students came and sat, and 1/3 of those 
students were women 

• Students from Bennett College and Dudley High School would take shifts to protest and 
support the sit-in. 

• By the first week of the sit-in 1,000 students packed Woolworth 
• More students across the south copied what the Greensboro 4 did; the next week students 

from the following North Carolina cities held their own sit-ins: Winston Salem, Durham, 
Raleigh, Charlotte, Fayetteville, and High Point 

• By April 1960 more than 1,200 students pledge to continue protesting at Woolworth 
   

On Feb 1, 1960 four African Americans students from 
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical University  
(NC A&T) walked into F.W. Woolworth. At that time in 
the US there were Jim Crow laws, which made it legal to 
keep blacks and white separated in places like schools, 
restaurant, and public places. They all sat at the white 
lunch counter and asked to be served food. Nobody 
served them and they stayed until the store closed. They 
did this for 6 months until there was a change, and each 
day the 4 students brought more students along. 

David Richmond 
 

David was born in Greensboro, NC 
and graduated from Dudley High 
school. He went to NC A&T and 
majored in business administration 
but left school 3 credits short to 
getting his diploma. David worked at 
cone mills as a consular with CETA. 
In 1980 he received the Levi Cofin 
award for “leadership in human 
rights, human relations, and human 
resource development in Greensboro. 
He had 2 children. He died of lung 
cancer in December 7, 1990 at the age 
of 49. David Richmond was awarded 
a posthumous honorary doctorate 
degree from NC A&T. 

Impact of the Woolworth Sit-in  
• It set the stage for new organizations like Student Non-Violent Coordination Committee 

(SNCC). 
• Civil rights leaders would encourage students to boycott downtown businesses. 
• Black and white student demonstrators from the north picketed local stores that practiced racial 

segregation in the south.  
• Over the next few months 50,00 demonstrators would sit in at lunch counters. 
• By the end of February the sit in movement spread to more than 30 cities in 8 states 
• By the end of March the sit in movement spread to 55 cities in 13 states. 
•  On July 25,1960 the Woolworth lunch counters served their first black customers. 



Greensboro(Cuisine((
Mirabel(Salmon(

(
In(Greensboro,(North(Carolina(people(eat(very(well.(Greensboro’s(food(comes(from(a(variety(

of(different(cultures.(Food(from(different(cultures(brings(people(together,(especially(in(the(small(town(
of(Greensboro.(Food(is(the(international(language.(

Breakfast(
The(typical(American(breakfast(
includes(bacon,(eggs,(sausage,(
bagels,(and(fruit.(In(Greensboro,(
people(commonly(eat(biscuits(and(
gravy.(You(typically(pour(the(gravy(
on(top(of(the(biscuit.(The(thickness(
of(the(gravy(balances(the(lightness(
of(the(biscuit.(The(buttery(loaf(of(
bread(goes(well(with(the(saltiness(
of(the(gravy.(Waffles(are(another(
common(breakfast(food.(The(flat,(
fluffy,(round(cake(is(topped(with(
butter(and(sweet(syrup.(You(can(
drink(orange(juice,(apple(juice(or(
milk(with(your(breakfast.(((

(
Waffles(

Lunch(
Often,(North(Carolinians(eat(fried(
chicken,(mashed(potatoes(or(
barbeque.(The(crisp(outer(layer(of(
fried(breadcrumbs(makes(the(
chicken(a(lot(tastier.(Adding(butter(
to(mashed(potatoes(gives(the(
bland(side(dish(a(good(taste.(
Barbeque(can(be(spicy(or(sweet,(
you(add(different(ingredients(to(
vary(the(texture(and(taste(of(the(
sauce.(These(hot(dishes(are(usually(
served(in(the(summer(with(an(iceL
cold(drink.(Lemonade(and(iced(tea(
are(very(typical(American(drinks.((

Fried(Chicken(

Lemonade(

Dinner(
Greensboro(has(Thai,(Greek,(
Italian,(Mexican,(and(Asian(cuisine.(
Most(Mexican(restaurants(have(
tacos.(Tacos(have(a(shell(of(tortilla(
wrapped(around(meat,(lettuce,(and(
tomato.(In(Italian(restaurants,(you(
can(be(served(pizza(or(pasta.(You(
can(top(your(pizza(with(practically(
anything.(You(can(put(different(
meats(and(fruits(to(add(to(the(
marinara(sauce(and(cheese.(Asian(
restaurants(usually(have(different(
kinds(of(noodles,(seafood,(
vegetables,(and(meats.(A(very(
common(dish(in(Asian(restaurants(
is(dumplings.(Dumplings(are(balls(
of(meat(or(a(vegetable(mixture(
wrapped(in(a(square(flat(dough.(
You(can(fry(or(boil(the(dumplings,(
they(cook(thoroughly(either(way.(
Typically(you(dip(dumplings(in(soy(
sauce(or(duck(sauce.(Soy(sauce(is(a(
very(thin,(salty(sauce(however;(the(
duck(sauce(is(very(thick(and(sweet.((

Dumplings(

Desserts(
Desserts(are(very(big(in(
Greensboro.(There(are(many(tiny(
shops(where(you(can(get(ice(cream(
and(frozen(yogurt.(Ice(cream(is(
made(of(two(main(ingredients,(
sugar(and(milk.(Ice(cream(can(have(
many(different(flavors.(There(is(
also(frozen(yogurt,(which(is(a(lot(
like(ice(cream,(only(it(is(much(
healthier.(Greensboro(has(a(wide(
range(of(desserts(also.(There(are(
cupcakes,(cakes,(candy(bars,(hard(

candies,(sour(candies(and(cookies.(
All(of(these(desserts(have(a(light(
texture(and(a(sweet(flavor.(They(
can(have(different(flavors(as(well,(
such(as(chocolate(or(vanilla.((

History(
America(is(very(well(known(for(
Krispy(Kreme(doughnuts.(Krispy(
Kreme(originated(in(Winston(
Salem,(North(Carolina(and(was(
created(by(Vernon(Rudolph(in(
1937.(They(sell(assorted(kinds(of(
doughnuts.(They(are(shipped(off(all(
around(the(United(States.(Krispy(
Kreme(started(to(become(very(
popular(around(the(1990s.(
Another(company(that(originated(
in(North(Carolina(is(Pepsi.(Pepsi(
was(first(named(“Brad’s(Drink.”(
Caleb(Bradham(first(created(it(in(
1898.(Pepsi(increased(its(
popularity(during(the(Great(
Depression,(with(the(introduction(
of(12(ounce(bottles.(Bradham(
made(it(so(that(it(was(delicious,(
aided(digestion,(and(boosted(
energy.((

(

(
As(you(can(see,(in(Greensboro(we(
have(a(variety(of(different(cultures(
obtained(through(food.(
Greensboro(is(known(for(many(
things(as(well,(such(as(Pepsi(and(
Krispy(Kreme.
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